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The road from principles to practice:

The roadfrom principles topractice: Today's challengesfor
business in respecting human rights is a report byThe Economist
Intelligence Unitsponsored bya group of organisations
including governments, business groups, non-governmental
organisations, multinational companies, and lawand auditing
firms. The study explores the views of businessesworldv/ide on
their responsibility to respect human rights and the waysin
which these obligations are carried out.
Thispaper draws on two main sources for its research and
findings, listed below.
• A global online survey of 853 senior corporate executives
carried out in November and December 2014.

Respondents' companies are active in a widevariety of

• Anson Maria Elizabeth Chan, former chief secretary
during both the British colonialgovernmentof Hong
Kong and the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
government under Chinese rule, and elected member ofthe
Legislative Council of Hong Kong between 2007-08.
• Bob Collymore, chief executive officer, Safaricom.

• Ruth Davis, head ofthe Cyber, Justice and National
Security Programme, techUK.

• Arvind Ganesan, director, Business and Human Rights
Division, Human Rights Watch.

• Jan Klawitter, government relations manager, Anglo
American.

sectors, the most common of which are financial services,

• Christian Leitz, head of corporate responsibility, UBS.

manufacturing, professional services (all 10%), technology,
and healthcare (each 9%). About half (51%) of respondents
have some human rights oversight role at their organisation.
Thirty percent are based in Europe, 29% in the Asia-Pacific
region, and 28%in North America, with the remainderfrom
Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East. Their companies
span a range of sizes, with 51%having an annual revenue
of under USS500 m, and 23%over US$5 bn. Those surveyed
mostly occupy senior positions, with 48% at C-suite or board

• Ed Potter, director of workplace rights, Coca Cola.

level.

• Extensive desk research and nine in-depth interviews
with independent experts and senior executives of major

companies

• John Ruggie, Berthold Beitz professorin human rights
and international affairs, Kennedy School of Government,
Harvard University; former UN secretary general's special
representative on business and human rights.
• Margaret Wachenfeld, director of research and legal
affairs, Institute for Human Rights and Business
The Economist Intelligence Unit would like to thank all
interviewees and survey respondents for their time and
insight. We bear sole responsibility for the contents of this
report, which was written by Paul Kielstra and edited by
Aviva Freudmann.
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The report's sponsors and supporters are:

• Mazars

• DLA Piper

• Norwegian Government—Ministry of Foreign

• Eli Lilly and Company

• GlobalBusiness Initiative on Human Rights
• International Chamber of Commerce—World

Business Organisation
• International Organisation of Employers/
Organisation Internationale des Employeurs

Affairs

• TelenorGroup
• UK Government—Foreign &Commonwealth
Office

• Universal Rights Group

• IPIECA—The global oil and gas industry
association for environmental and social issues

Defining human righ
In this report, andthe online survey underlying
it, some questions referto human rightsin
the context of 11clusters,or areas of activity.
In the surveyThe EconomistlntelligenceUnit
asks about the relevance of each cluster to

businesses in their capacityas employers,
suppliers ofgoods and services, and corporate
citizens. Weinstructed respondents to calla
cluster relevant to their organisation ifthe
company's operationsandactionsin that areaof
activitycould haveeither a positiveor negative

impact on relevant rightsofindividuals and/or a
community.
The clusters are as follows.

• Conditions of workand employment (eg, the
rightto health and safely atwork, freedom from
discrimination, rightto a fair wageand equal
pay, freedom from childlabour).

• Workplace dialogue (eg, freedom of
association, collectivebargaining, the rightto

tion to business
• Private life (eg, the rightto privacy and
family life).
• Rightsrelatedto land (eg, the rightto
livelihood, to own property,to participatein
cultural life).
• Civic life and participation (eg, freedom of
expression,the rightto political expression,
rightto peacefulassembly, rightto
information).
• Access to justice (eg, the rightto effective
remedy, rightto fairtrial before the law, rightto
due process).

• Intellectualspiritualand cultural life (eg,
freedom of thought and opinion, freedom of
religion, the rightto participate in cultural life).
• Rights related to the environment (eg,the
rightto clean water, sanitation, environmental
health).

join a trade union).

• Gross humanrightsabuses (eg, freedom
from torture, crueland inhumane treatment,

including slavery and genocide).

• Education andaccessto technology (eg,
the rightto education,rightto enjoyment of
technologicalprogress).

• Adequatestandardof living(eg, the rightto
physicaland mental health, food and housing).
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Over the last decade, the field of business and

human rights has seen a dramatic evolution,
from a situation in which companies and human

rights activists were at odds, to one in which
stakeholders have begun to approach a common
understanding ofthe risks, challenges and
opportunities involved. This evolution is best
represented by the UN Human Rights Council's
endorsements 2011 ofthe Guiding Principles
on Businessand Human Rights, following a
long process of consultation and debate among
companies, activists, governments and many
others.

Thiswatershed event was, however, only "the
end ofthe beginning", in the words of John

Ruggie, a former UN secretary-general's
special representative on human rights and
transnational corporations. Spectacular failures
of human rights protection still claim headlines.
Tocitejust one of several recent examples, the
tragic collapse ofthe Rana Plaza commercial
building in April 2013 led to renewed questions
about the quality of companies'oversightof their
suppliers' human rights practices as well as the
role of governments protecting such rights.
On the positive side, many in the business
community are more focused than ever on
human rights and how to apply the 2011 Guiding

O Ihe tconomist Intelligence Unit limited 2015

Principles—even as debates continue on the
limits, precise content, and legal status of
companies' responsibility to respect human
rights. To gain closerinsights into this debate.
The Economistlntelligence Unit undertook this
study, which is based on a survey of 853 senior
executives from a range of industries, as wellas
in-depth interviews with nine corporate leaders
and other independent experts. Thestudy's key
findings are listed below.
Alarge majority of executives now believe that
business is an important playerin respecting
human rights, and that what theircompanies
do—or fail to do—affects those rights. In our
survey, 83% of respondents agree (74% of whom
do so strongly) that human rights are a matter for

business as well as governments. Similarly, 71%
saythat their company's responsibility to respect
these rights goes beyond simple obedience to
local laws. Finally, for each ofthe 11 clusters of
human rights in our survey, most respondents
reportthattheirfirms' operations have an
impact. This degree of agreement represents a
substantial shift from viewsin the past. Arvind
Ganesan, director ofthe human rights division of
a non-governmental organisation (NGO), Human
RightsWatch, recalls that as recently as the late
1990s, "there was no recognition that companies
had human rights responsibilities."

Theroad from principles to practice:

Companies see human rights mainly as a

acknowledge the importance of human rights to

stakeholder and ethical issue; a business case

business, and the smaller proportion saying that
they have taken action. Mr Ganesan, for example,
says that "a lot of companies do not do these
things" and sees no realshiftin the business
environment. Onlytime will show to what extent
the current activityin this field will bring real
change.

for respecting human rights focused on more
immediate costs and benefits is less widely
accepted. The leading drivers of corporate human
rights policies, which are broadly consistent
across industries and regions, are: building
sustainable relationships with local communities
(cited by 48% of respondents); protecting the
companybrand and reputation (43%); meeting
employee expectations (41%); and moral/ethical
considerations (41%). Although such stakeholder
and ethical issues have a substantialimpact on
the long-term profitability ofthe company, only
21% say that a clear business case is driving their
human rights policy. Similarly, when asked about
the main barriers that their companies face in
addressing human rights, 15% of respondents
agreed with the statement, "Business would incur
costs/see profitmargins reduced".Moreover,
while stakeholder relations are an important
business consideration, these can sometimes

lackthe immediacyof other concerns. Thishelps
to explain why the second-largest barrier to
addressing human rights is a lackof resources
(27%).
While corporate attitudes are evolving fairly
quickly, concrete steps to reform company
policies and to communicate such changes
externally are slower to follow. Oursurvey
shows that companies are integrating human
rights considerations into their policy making.
For example, 44% ofrespondents say that human
rights are an issue on which chief executive
officers(CEOs) take the lead, and 22% say that
they have a publicly available human rights
policy in some form. Interpreting these results
is a matter of perspective. Forsome, figures
such as these are encouragingly high, given

Intelligence
Unit

Companies are still coming to grips with what
their responsibilities mean in practice, a
process that will also take time. When it comes

to human rights, Ruth Davis, head ofthe cyber,
justice and national security programme for IT
industry group, techUK, describes businesses as
"often uncertain of where to start." Respondents
lista lack of understanding of their company's
responsibilities in this area (32%) and a lack
of training and education for employees (26%)
as the firstand third most common barriers

to progress. Similarly, newinitiatives that
respondents are most likely to say would help
them carry outtheir responsibilities are about
providing data: public benchmarking of company
performance (39%) and access to reliable,
independentinformation on country-level human
rights situations (32%). Companiesare working
towards improving their understanding ofthe
issues, either through their owninitiatives, or
in co-operation with other companies, or with
the help of experts and stakeholders. The result
of these efforts to date show that there are no

shortcuts: efforts to sharpen the corporate focus
on respecting human rights will take time and

experience.
Current leaders in corporate action on human

rights have moved ahead by embedding respect
for human rights within their organisations,
but acknowledge that they still have much to

the relatively short length of time that human

learn. The 25% of respondents who believe their

rights have been on the corporate agenda. As
Jan Klawitter, government-relations manager of
Anglo American, puts it, "Bigcorporations need
time to change; processes take time to change.
(...) Itisjusta reality." Others focus on the gap

company's human rights policies outperform

between the proportion ofrespondents willing to

The
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those of their competitors have several things
in common. Thesefirms are more likely to have
internalised respect for human rights: 52%
say that moral and ethical considerations are a
leading driver of human rights policies, compared
DThe Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2015
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withjust 39% of other firms. The leading
companies are also far less likely than other
firms to say that their corporate culture hampers
progress on human rights issues. Moreover,

leading companies tend to have senior leadership
activelyinvolvedin human rights issues.
Unsurprisingly, moreover, leading companies are
more likely to have human rights policiesin place

O The Economist Intelligence Unit limited 2015

and to communicate externally and internally on
human rights matters. Wherethey are similar to
other companies, however, is in citing a lackof
understanding as a barrier to further progress.
This is not because their efforts have failed to

bring knowledge—quite the opposite. Theyhave
made clear how much more there is to learn in a

very complex field.

The road from principles to practice:

An inescapable encounter
Arapid increase in activity among governments,
NGOs and others has created "a burgeoning
business and human rights space," to use the

phrase of MargaretWachenfeld, directorof
research and legal affairs at the Institute for
Human Rightsand Business(IHRB). Companies
are also involved: 63% of all those surveyed,
and a majority in every industry with substantial
respondent numbers, say that discussions on
the topic have become more prevalent at their
organisations over the last five years. This
reflects the broader societal interest in the issue.

Jan Klawitter, group manager for government
relations at Anglo American, a UK-based global
mining firm, notes that "the topic of business and
human rights has come more to the attention
ofthe public. The issue has become much more

current." Similarly, what Christian Leitz, head of
corporate responsibility at Swiss bank UBS says

about his sector applies morewidely: "Human
rights have increased in relevance over the last
decade. There is a growing level of expectation on
the topic [from other stakeholders] ."
Although a modern issue, the role of business in
respecting human rights is also an issue with a
long history. Two trends, dating back to at least
the end ofthe second world war, have made some

business involvementin human rights issues

The firsttrend is the spread of aspirational

statements and, subsequently, legalinstruments
promoting respect for human rights, beginning
with the UN's Universal Declaration of Human

Rights in 1948. Although the declaration is non-

binding, its force and that of subsequent treaties
has increased, through the accretion of formal
commitments and also through the hardeningof
certain humanrights principlesinto customary
international law—the generally accepted
requirements that derive from expectations
rather than written text. The nine core UN human

rights treaties signed since 1965and the eight
optional protocols—oneof which is given the
same status as a core treaty by the UN—cover
issues from protection against torture, through
anti-discrimination of various kinds, to economic

and social rights. These are the most prominent
of dozens of international commitments and

declarations, which sit alongside domestic laws

relevantto diverse aspects of human rights.
The second trend has been the growing
internationalisation of business activity, through
more global supply chains and sales as well as the
development of transnational activities within
single companies. This is often associated with
the substantial economic and social globalisation
that has defined much of international life since

the fall ofthe Soviet Union. In practice, it goes
backfurther. To usejust one metric, the 1950s

inevitable.
© The Economist Intelligence Unit limited 20\b
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and 1960s saw the growth of first American and
then European transnational corporations (TNCs)
so that, by 1970,figures bythe UN Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) suggestthere
were anywhere between 7,000and 10,000such
organisations. By the early 1990s this had grown
to 37,000 and in 2008 stood at over 80,000.
The two trends have contributed in recent

decades to a debate on whether, how, and

in what form, the wider business community
should respect human rights. This has arisen,
for example, in the context of decisions on
investments pariah states—notably in
apartheid South Africa and, more recently, in
pre-reform Myanmar. Individual industries have
also faced specific, headline-grabbing issues
over the years, such as workingconditions in
information technology (IT) supplier factories;
child labourin sporting goods manufacturing;
or the controversy faced by the pharmaceutical
sector over the use of generic HIV/AIDS
treatments in impoverished countries. In 2013
thedeath of over 1,000 garment workersin
Bangladesh when the Rana Plaza factory building
collapsed was a painful reminder that the
clothing and fashion industry had, after decades
of effort, not put its supply chain in order:
employees had been required to show up forwork
despite the discovery of cracks in the building
the day before. Although individual issues may
rise and fade as they are addressed with differing
levels of effectiveness, the broader question of
companies' human rights responsibilities persist
as globalisation progresses.
The precise nature of these responsibilities,
though, has often been contentious. Efforts
by the UN to create a code of conduct for TNCs
date back to the creation ofthe Commission on

Transnational Corporations in the early 1970s.

The code that the Commission finally proposed
in 1990 included, among other elements, several
paragraphs devoted to a range of human right
issues. The draft was abandoned, however, after

fouryears of fruitless disagreement between
developed and developing countries over the
O The Iconomiit Intelligence Unit limited 2015

degree to which itshould be legally binding.
In 1998 the UN Sub-commission on the

Promotion and Protection of Human Rights
created another workinggroup to look at TNCs.
Over the following fiveyears, this five-member
body drafted a document known as Norms on
the Responsibilities ofTransnational Corporations
andOther Business Enterprises with Regard to
Human Rights (the Norms). Opposition from
a range of sources, including the business
community, certain member states—particularly
those in the developed worldthat objected
to directimposition of binding requirements
on companies—and some human rights NGOs
that were opposed to imposing on companies
obligations properly belonging to states led to
this process failing as well.
Acontemporary initiative, however, showed

that companies were not averse to looking at
their human rights responsibilities. In 1999 the
UN helped create the Global Compact, a multistakeholder body thatincludes a substantial
number of companies of various sizes. All adhere
to ten principles, the first six of which are human
rights related. After the failure ofthe Norms,
in an attempt to break the stalemate of earlier
efforts, the UN secretary-generalappointed
John Ruggie, who had been involved in the
Global Compact, to the position of "special
representative on the issue of human rights and
transnational corporations and other business
enterprises".
Mr Ruggie oversaw a process thatinvolved
wide consultation on the best wayforward. The
initial outcome of this was the publication of
the Protect, Respect, Remedy framework, which
clarified the duties of states to protect rights, of
companies to respect them and for both to have
appropriate remediation mechanisms in place
should things go wrong. Amore significant step
was publication of the Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights, which the UN Human
Rights Council (UNHRC) endorsed in 2011. These
have achieved widespread acceptance among

The
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stakeholders, having, for example, been inserted

largely verbatim into the OECD's Guidelinesfor
Multinational Enterprises. Since thatyear, the UN

Working Group on Business and Human Rights,
a body of five experts created by the UNHRC,
has been actively promoting the dissemination
and implementation ofthe principles as well as

identifying and encouraging best practice.
Rather than creating any new binding
obligations, the Guiding Principlesaim to
improvestandards and practices by outlining the
existing responsibilities of both governments
and companies. Forstates, the duty to protect
involvesenacting laws consistent with their
treaty obligations, enforcing them, and
interacting with businesses—such as in public
procurement or investment assistance— in a
waythat encourages and supports companies'
human rights efforts. Although the state's
duty to protect is a crucial part of the human
rights whole, this study focuses on companies.
Forall businesses, large and small, the Guiding
Principles explain that respecting human rights

Economist

effectivelyinvolvesconsideration of their own
direct activities as wellas the broader impact of
what they do. This should include, at a minimum,
a human rights policy in some form, appropriate
human rights due diligence, and a remediation
process in the event of a complaint.The Guiding
Principles, however, are not comprehensive.
Mr Ruggie notes that, "by themselves, they will
not end all the challenges. They mark the end
ofthe beginning. Nowthatwe have a common
foundation of minimum standards and processes,
they will need to be developed in a more granular
way."
This study by The Economist Intelligence Unit,

drawing on a survey of 853 senior executives
from a range of industries, as wellasin-depth
interviews with nine corporate leaders and experts
in this area, looks at how that development is
faring. It examines the current state, and possible
evolution, of corporate thinking and behaviour, as
executives wrestle with the practical implications
of respecting human rights.

© TheEconomist IntelligenceUnitLimited 2015
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Businesses

accept that
corporate
actions are
relevant

to human

rights...

Part I: The intellectual argument is

(largely) over

Although the current climate makes corporate
discussion of human rights predictable, more

striking is howmany senior executives now
accept that business has an important role in this
area. Forexample, 83% of respondents agree
(74% of whom do so strongly), that human rights
are a matter for business as well as governments.

Thesefigures remain high irrespective of
companysize, industry sector, and geographic
region.
This represents a fairly recent substantial shift

human rights relevance. Respondents who report
that poor local enforcement of laws is a leading
barrier to their firm addressing human rights
issues are generally as likely as, or more likely
than, the full sample to see their companies'
operations as having relevance in to every
human rights cluster considered in the survey.
This helps to explain the greater relevance of
company operations to possible land-rights
issues and to gross human rights abuses reported
by respondents based in the developing world,
notably Africa.

in sentiment. Mr Ganesan recalls thatin the late

1990s the situation was quite different: "At that
time, there was no recognition that companies
had human rights responsibilities. Between

2000 and 2006, small core groups of companies
in manysectors began to say that they had. One
big impact ofthe Guiding Principlesis that they
institutionalised a decade-long trend."
An example from CocaCola shows the practical
difference that this shift can make: Ed Potter,

director of global workplace rights at Coca Cola,
has seen an evolution in the willingness of his

company's largelyindependent bottlers to
engage on this issue. "In 2005" he says, "there

...That

respecting
human rights
requires more
than mere

compliance
with local
laws...
10

For MrKlawitter of Anglo American, this result
is consistent with the difficulties around

respecting human rights that maybe caused by
poor state governance. It also increases demand
for companies to deliver servicesmoreusually
provided bygovernments in more developed
countries, such as access to water, roads or

education. "Thequestion is 'Where do you draw
the line of whatis the responsibility ofthe
business?' If you provide the services, you are
responsibleif something goes wrong. Thatis why
the complementarity ofthe state duty to protect,
and the company's duty to respect, is so crucial,"
he explains.

was a lot of resistance, not philosophical but over
how the company would influence the issue. In
2014 we adopted a consolidated human rights

in weakly governed states is more a variation

policy. It took eight months in 2005 to align with

on a theme applicable worldv/ide than a stark

the bottlers. It took 15 minutes last year."

difference between countries with weak and

Seventy-one percent of respondents say that
their firm's responsibility to respect these rights
goes beyond simple obedience to local laws.
Moreover, the survey indicates that where state
governance is weak, companies have greater
©The Economist Intelligence Unit limited P01S

He adds, however, that this additional burden

strong governance. Even where governance
is stronger, a majority of respondents still see
their activities as relevantto every human right
covered by the survey with the exception of land
rights, and here the figure is 48%. Mr Klawitter
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For each of the following clusters of human rights, please indicate whether they are relevant to your business operations?
Relevant - Where your company's operations and actions could have either a positiveor negativeimpact.

...And that the

(% respondents)

impact that
companies

_

Dor't hrc

CONDITIONS OrWORK AND EMPLOYMENT (eg. rightto healthand safetyandwork, freedom from discrimination, rightto a fairwage and equalpay.
childlabour)
WORKPLACE DIALOGUE (eg. freedom of association, collective bargaining, right to join a trade union)

GROSS HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES (eg, freedom fromtorture, crueland inhumane treatment, includingslaveryand genocide)
ADEQUATE STANDARD OF LIVING (eg. right to physical and mental health, right to food, rightto housing)

have on human

rights is wideranging.

PRIVATE LIFE (eg. right to privacy, rightto family life)
RIGHTS RELATED TO LAND (eg, right to livelihood, right to ownproperty, right to participate in cultural life)
CIVIC LIFE AND PARTICIPAnON (eg, freedom of expression, right to politicalexpression, right to peacefulassembly, right to information)
•'.i'fiSS IO.lUilK: (,•::. Hi;": In iff.,: I ,vir:-i ily, :'':::;! tnf.li: Iri.V. before fe ..i.v. roht :c Coe process)

INTELLECTUAL, SPIRITUAL AND CULTURAL LIFE (eg. freedom of thought and opinion, freedom of religion, right to participate in cultural life)
RIGHTS RELATED TO THE ENVIRONMENT (eg, right to clean water and sanitation, right to environmental health)
EDUCAnON ANO ACCESS TO TECHNOLOGY (eg, right to education, right to enjoyment of technological process)

explains that for his company"you are broadly
dealing with the same set of salient human rights
risks in any kind of context, whether developed
or developing. Take Australia and Canada, for
example, where you have potentially vulnerable
indigenous people [living near substantial
mineral resources]."

and cultural life; to environment-related rights;
and to access to justice. Rather than being
about high-profile controversies, human rights
challenges are a part of a wide range of daily
business activities.

Such a perspective sometimes arises from
experience. Ms Davis, of techUK, notes that IT

Most executives now also understand that

"is perhaps not an obvious choice for a sector

companies affect human rights in many ways.
Specific rights sometimes have obvious sectoral
links: respondents from the construction (70%)
and energy (61%) industries, for example, are
more likely to see land rights as relevant to their
operations than are respondents from the field
of education (37%). More striking, though, is
howconsistently respondents recognise that
their companies' activities have an impact on
a broad range of human rights. In each ofthe
11 clusters of human rights identified in our
survey, a majority of respondents say that these

with human rights issues, but regime changes
in the Middle Eastin the lastfouryears shone
a lightinto problem areas." In particular, the
turmoilthere revealed that overthrown regimes
in Egypt and Libya had used certain commercial
cryptographic and filtering software in a
repressive manner. "Many tech companies are
keen to make sure that the capabilitiesthey are
selling are used to prevent harm, not to cause
it," she adds. Other companies draw on detailed
research to identify potential human-rights
problem areas. Coca Cola, Mr Potter reports,
conducted a human rights risk analysis of its

are relevant to their own firm's operations.

In particular, roughly three-quarters or more
believe that their company's activities affect

employmentissues (both workingconditions
and collective bargaining rights); the right to
a private life; to education; to an intellectual

entire value chain, which identified seven

priority risks, ranging from employment and
health and safety issues, through to land rights,
compliance with transparency and due diligence
requirements.

O th» Etcnomist InUUigence Unit limitrt 2015
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Acompany that recognises the relevance ofits

However, the
business case

for respecting
human

rights is less
immediate.

the four main drivers of corporate activity in
this area are: building sustainable relationships
with local communities (48%); protecting the
company brand and reputation (43%); meeting
employee expectations (41%); and moral/ethical
considerations (41%)

activities to various human rights is also more
likely to perceive previously identifiedproblems
in new ways. Mr Klawitter notes that a company
might have already understood that land
acquisition might present a variety of risks, but
viewing it from a human rights perspective also
identifies the impacts on people's daily lives."In
additionto looking at technicalities, a human
rights approach brings a moreinterconnected
view to the company," he says.
Although executives have become sensitive to a
range of human rights issues, only 21%say that
a clear and immediate business case, involving
a risk-benefit analysis or a gain in competitive
advantage, is driving their human rights policy.
Moreover, short-term profit considerations can
slowcorporate activity in the human rights area.
In our survey, 15%of respondents said that the
potential cost of respecting human rights, or
a possible loss of profits related to respecting
human rights, are among the five biggest barriers
to taking action in this area faced bytheir

Although the order varies, these are the top
responsesin almostallindustriesand geographic
regions. Thisfocus on relationships with
stakeholders does not surprise Mr Ganesan.
"In almostallinstances, the starting point [for
companies addressing human rights] is that they
know they need to deal with stakeholders," he
says.

This raises whole new levelsof complexity, as
the sources of risk to stakeholder relationships
include notjust the immediate activities ofthe
business but most actions that affect business

profile more broadly. The executives surveyed
understand this: for example, 85% agree that
sponsors of majorglobalsporting events should
use their influence to ensure that the rights
of workers and local communities involved are

company.

respected by all. Onthe other hand, to cite
just one of any number of possible examples,

Where businesses are pro-active in the area
of human rights, longer-term issues of brand
and reputation management tend to drive the
activity, rather than efforts to secure a shortterm business advantage. Oursurvey shows that

recent events in Hong Kong show starkly how
missteps by business in a human-rights-related
controversy can have a pronounced impact.

Several prominent business organisations there

Fromthe following list, please select all that apply to your company.
('A respondents)
Mycompany communicates on issues related to human rights to internal stakeholders

El
My companydocs not use the term "human rights" in its communications about human rights
My companycommunicates on issues related to human rights to external stakeholders

My company communicates on hu^an rightsissuesas partofits stakeholder engagement on corporate responsibility/sustainability

wmmmmmMmmmmmmmmmBMmmi
My company reports on human rightswhen prompted or required to doso bystakeholders (eg,government, shareholders)
My company publishes .in annu.il pi.:ilic report on issues related to human rights

My companyreports about assessments of its impacton humanrights forspecific parts of its operations (eg, for a country, a single factory, or site)
Mi co rpany1) reports on human rights are consistent * th the Global Reporting Initiative r:ran equivalentstandard (pleasespi city)
Don't know

None ofthe above- mycompanydocs not communicateabout our humanrights impact internallyor externally

E3
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wereactivelycritical of the pro-democracy
protesters' plans to shut down the central
business district with a sit-in in support of, inter
alia, freedom of speech, democratic rights, and
the appropriate formal powerthat business
should have in government. Though some ofthe
organisations' executives privately denied that
their newspaper ads condemning the "Occupy
Central" movementwere expressing opposition
to the protesters' demands for universal suffrage,
they were broadly seen to be doingso bythe
general public. Even international businesses
were involved, with the "Big Four"accounting
firms taking out a newspaper advertisement
stating their opposition. The active opposition
ofthe business organisationsand the Big
Four created resentment toward the business

communityamongst the general public in Hong
Kong. Some Hong Kongers evenargue that the
failure of other international businesses to speak
up in favour of universal suffrage wasjust as
damaging to public perceptions ofthe business
community.
Anson Chan, former chief secretary of Hong
Kong under both UK and Chinese rule, currently
leads Hong Kong 2020, a democratic reform
group that was sympathetic to the protests but
not activelyinvolved with them. In looking at
the outcome of these events for the business

community, Ms Chan explains that executives
"may believe they have beensuccessful. Business
has concluded that it is better to keep your head
low, do whatyou are told, and yourinterests will
be protected."

"an expression of anger bordering on vulgarity,

hinting atthe strong sentiments behind the
unusual public comment." The reaction by
businesses, says Ms Chan, has also done little to
enhance relations with the community. Business
leaders "are increasingly perceived by the man in
the street as an elite in cahoots with government,
and that government is protecting them at the
expense ofthe public good. Thisis the main
gripe."
Relationships with stakeholders certainly have
an impact on the bottom line in a variety of ways.
AsMr Klawitter notes, "over the past few years,
large infrastructure and extractive projects have
experienced significant cost overruns because
of delays resulting from community opposition."
Headds thatthe positive stakeholder relations
arising from a good track record in human rights
improveaccess to resources—notjust to raw
materials, where government and community
relations matter, but also to talented employees
who prefer to work for such a firm.
Similarly, Mr Potter explains thatyears of
building trust makeit easier to deal with
problems when they arise. Adecade ago, he
says, if a human rights issue became apparent,
accusations and responses would have taken

place in public from the start, usuallyin a spirit
of hostility. "Today, we are far enough along, and
have robust enough stakeholder relationships,
that we are able to address and resolve most

issues outside ofthe public spotlight. We are not
disparaged in the waywe would have been until
about 2009; we have reached the point where

She notes, however, that such an approach has
hurtimportant stakeholder relationships. One

is with employees. In the most notable example,
Ms Chan considers thatthe advertisement placed
by the "Big Four" was notjust a public-relations
disaster, it also "provoked their own staff into
taking out a counter-advertisement saying that
this does not represent our own views". The
text ofthe employee statement began with the
phrase "You boss," which in Cantonese, the South
China Morning Post reports, is a term that can be

we get the benefitof the doubt from responsible
stakeholders."

The underlying driversof human rights policy,
then, are substantial business considerations.

Some, such as project delays from community
opposition or the impact of a crisis on sales,
can beimmediate, but our respondents seem
to consider brand as well as employee and
community relations as typically longer-term
considerations rather than part of the immediate
O TheEconomist IntelligenceUnitLimited 2015
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business case. The longer-term nature ofthe
motivations does not necessarily impede

rather than an immediate, tactical one ofthe sort

that tends to generate a sense of urgency.

progress: it may even shelter existing projects
amid economic turmoil. Mr Ruggie has been
surprised thatin the leading firms he has visited,
despite the economic difficulties of recent years,
"commitment to community engagementis
seen as so important to being able to run the
operation that [human rights efforts] have not
been affected."

On the other hand, without some immediate

or obvious payoff, newinitiatives on human
rights can languish. Ms VVachenfeld points out
that human rights tend to be part of a complex
environmentalandsocialriskagendathat
includes climate change and biodiversity. It can
be difficult to "capture the attention of senior
management, even in this area, when there are
15 different other things" she says. Mr Ganesan
adds that some business and human rights
conferences turn into a kind of "large therapy
session for a number of people who feel like
they are swimming upstream within their own
companies." In particular, survey respondents say
that human rights efforts withintheir companies
suffer from a lack of funding: the second biggest
barrier to addressing these issues, according to
respondents, is lackof money and staff (27%).
Bob Collymore, CEO of Safaricom, a Kenyan
mobile communications company, comments that
such behaviour "all comes back to short-termism.

If businesses see life in the short term, they will

notdealwith human rightsissues thatarespread
over a number of years." Human rights, then,
represent a long-term, strategic consideration,

14
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A caveat

These findings, of course, require some nuance.
Evenif a large majority agrees that corporate
actions are relevant to human rights, that
view is not universal: 28% of respondents, for

example, believe that respecting human rights
is simplya matter of compliance with relevant
local laws. Moreover, some variation inevitably
exists in howthose surveyed viewtheir role in
respecting rights. For example, 62% overall
agree that avoiding a repetition of events such
as the Rana Plaza factory disaster is primarily
the responsibility ofthe multinationals that
purchase products from these suppliers, and
not the responsibility ofthe local government.
But among consumer goods firms—a sector that
includes the clothing and fashion industryagreement drops to 48%. This proportion is
still (slightly) higher than the 45% within that
industry who disagree with the proposition. Yet
the split of opinion within the consumer goods
industry suggests thatitis easier to assign
responsibilities where such obligations do not
impinge directly on one's ownfirm.
Finally, even if most companies nowaccept
business responsibilities in the field of human
rights, concrete action by businesses in a
complex situation is not a given. It is therefore
necessary to turn from a discussion of attitudes
to an examination of whether, and how, business

behaviouris actually changing.

_
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Part II: Turning thoughts into action
will take time

While our survey shows broad agreement on the
importance of business respecting human rights,
this view is not, as yet, matched byefforts in this
direction. In particular, attention in this area by
C-suite executives can be difficult to obtain. In

Mr Potter's experience, "Thenumber of leading
companies that have made substantial progress is
actually quite small."
Whatthe current state of activity means, though,
depends on whether the glassis seen as being
partly fullor partly empty.

Speed is in the eye of the beholder
On the plus side, companies have integrated
their human rights activities and responsibilities
into a wide range of departments, wellbeyond
corporate social responsibility (CSR). According
to respondents, the CEO is most likely to take the
leading role in this area (44%), followed by CSR
(34%). Human resources (24%) and strategy
(19%) also often have such responsibility.
Looking beyond leadership, seven separate
functions are activelyinvolvedin this area at
more than 50% of respondents'companies.

For each of the following functions in your company, please indicate the level of its involvement in meeting your company's
responsibility to respect human rights (eg, by implementing and overseeing your company's policy commitment on human
rights). Please select one option per row
(% respondents)

• Taking the lead

• Actively irvclvec.butrot ina leadership position
•

• Consulted on it. bjt notactively involved

Notat all consultedorinvolved

Notapplicable

Oon'tkno*

Corporatesocialresponsibility

) The Economist intelligence Unit Limited201b
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Such broad-based corporate involvement—
with an active C-suitesetting the tone and
manycorporate departments involved—is "the
keystone of success," says Mr Potter. "Thisrange
of actors is crucial. At Coca Cola, human rights
governance comes out of the global workplace
rights group, butthe realityis that we need to
have other functions, such as procurement,
technical, legal, public affairs, and enterprise
risk on board."

Onthe other hand these numbers, which may
seem surprisingly high given the recentarrival
of human rights on manycorporate agendas,
suggest potential concerns as well. For example,
even though 83% of respondents agree that
human rights are a matter for business, at 56%
of firms surveyed the CEO does not take a leading
role, and at 37% of companies nobody does.
Moreover, the existence of formal responsibility
does not always mean substantial activity:in Mr
Ganesan's experience, "a lot of companies do not
do these things."

Asimilarlymixed picture emerges from looking
at other survey data. As Ms Wachenfeld puts it,
"All of the process steps in the Guiding Principles
are critical. Theyare the means for laying the
groundwork for a systematic approach to what
companies are doing." On human rights policy,
for example, the Principles recommend that
companies have a publicly available statement
that, among other things, draws on external
and internal expertise in its formulation. The
statement or policy should also be communicated
internally to all personnel as well as externally
to business partners and other relevant
stakeholders. Among respondents, though,
22% have a publicly available policy and a
further 19% have a purelyinternalone. Ofthose
with a publicly available policy, 37% consulted

external stakeholders when drafting it and 62%
communicate it to stakeholders.

These figures show that only a minority are

following best practice in a fundamental area.
However, this may not necessarily be a cause for
16
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concern, consideringthatthe Guiding Principles

have been in place forjust a fewyears. "We have
to acknowledge that big corporations need time
to change; processes take time to change. It
is notan excuse for doing nothing: itisjusta
reality," says Mr Klawitter.

Nor does a lackof formal policy necessarily mean
that human rights considerations are absent, he
adds. ForAngloAmerican, attempting to adhere
to the Guiding Principles, has meant "extracting
previouslyintegrated human rights elements
from our risk and management processes,
putting them into a policy, and nowwe are trying
to embed itin other processes. Many larger
companies will probably have a lot of relevant
things already in place, maybewithout looking at
itthrough a human rights lens."
Others take a different view. Mr Ganesan notes

that the simple existence of a policy does not
mean very much on its own; what matters is its
content and implementation. More generally,
companies that wish to are able to use the
Guiding Principles as a tool, "but has the business
environment changed? Clearly not," he believes.
Whatthe data show undoubtedly is that some
companies have involved several corporate
departments in addressing human rights policy,
with ultimate responsibility resting withthe top
leadership, and that they have instituted policies
and have been communicating on human rights.
An analysis of the companies in our survey that
believe they are the top performers in the field
of human rights shows the importance of this
broad-based corporate involvement. [See box:
Corporate leaders in human rights: Ahead of the
pack, butwith a long road ahead]
Moreover, many companies are active in this area:

only 20% say that their firms have no priority
human rights goals in the next 12 months.
Mr Ruggie sees "a deep-dive learning process
and period of hard work and implementation,
which does not generate as much noise" as
international consultations, but isjust as

The read from principles to practice:

importantto progress. Only time willtell,
though, how effectivelythis process willlead
to the practical embedding of human rights
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considerations within companies at a level that
is consistent with what executives currently say
about their importance.

Corporate leaders in human rights:
Ahead of the pack, but with a Ion
In The EconomistIntelligence Unit's survey,

one-quarterofrespondents stronglyagree
that their company outperforms competitors
on human rights policy. Thecompaniesin this
self-benchmarked groupof 210firms, known
here as "Leaders", havea variety ofthings
in common that point to greater chance of

human rights goes beyondmere legal
compliance (78% versus 69%).This percolates
through the firm: whilean apathetic
corporate cultureis a leading barrier to
addressing human rights issues at one in eight
other companies, only one in 29 respondents
at Leaders report this.

success in this field.

Thefirst is a higher level of commitment to,
and belief in, the relevance of human rights

throughoutthe organisation. This beginsat
the top. Leading companies are more likely
than others to have a chief executive officer

(CEO) who takes an active roleon human
rights policy (59%compared with39%), and
for the CEO's activity to bea top driverofthe
firm'scommitmentto respectthese rights
(34% versus 21%). Similarly, non-executive
directors playa primaryor active human
rightsroleat 49% ofLeaders compared with
33% of other companies.
This has a marked effect on executive

perceptions, such as appreciating the
implications of business activity for human
rights. Thosesurveyed within the Leaders
werenoticeably morelikely (13%more.so,on
average) to see their operations as relevant to
all 11clusters of rights covered bythe survey.
More importantly, respect for human rights
is becoming internalised withinthe top
companies. Respondents from Leaders are
far more likely to cite moral and ethical
considerations as one of the most important
drivers of the company's human rights
commitments (52% compared with 37%for
other firms) and to believethat respecting

Thisdoes not surprise BobCollymore, CEO of
Safaricom, a Kenyan mobile communications
business. Hesaysthatthe key to embedding

human rightsthinking acrosshiscompany
has been to understand the importance of
those rights to the firm'sstated overarching
mission, to "transform lives." He calls these

"simplewordsthat describea lot ofthings.
Therights of children do not affect our ability
to sellairtime, butthey affectthe community
that weserve. Ignoring them would not be
conducive to doing business overthe next
30 years. In creating a product that seeks to
transform the lives of subsistence farmers,
you see that you also have to deal with issues

of genderviolence. [Taking an active human
rights role] isjust the right thing to do."
Arvind Ganesan, director of the business and

human rightsdivision at a non-governmental
organisation. Human Rights Watch, has also
seen divergent attitudes at leading and other
firms. In his experience, "At companies that
take respecting human rights seriously, you
see this attitude embeddedamong senior
management. Ifyou see a lack of management
commitment, you can guarantee that people
in the company will not be aware [oftheir
responsibilities to uphold human rights]."
Anson Chan—former chiefsecretary of Hong
Kong under both UK and Chinese rule and the
) The Economist Intelligence Unit limited 201%
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Leaders are more likely than others to see their operations as relevant
to a range of rights
(% respondents)

;j Leaders

Rest of Survey

Conditions of work

97%

and employment
Private life

93%

statement on human rights (44% versus
29%)and a publicstatement of policy (30%
comparedwith 19%).They also communicate
the statement of policyto business partners
far moreregularly(73%to 57%).

The mostsurprising finding, however, is
one area of similarity between Leadersand
the rest of the survey respondents. Both
li§tlackof understanding of human rights

responsibilities asthe most cctmmon barrier

Education and access

92%

to technology
Intellectual, spiritual

to addressing human rightsissues. Roughly
the same numberin each group—32% of
Leaders and 29% of others—do so.

and cultural life

Rights related to

Intuitively, it seems likely that the greater
commitmentand activityof Leaders in this
field has giventhema better understanding
ofwhatis required ofthem. Amore likely
explanation ofthe data is that Leaders and
non-leaders alike perceive a gap in their
knowledge, simply becausethere is so much

the environment

Access to justice
Adequate standard
of living
Workplace dialogue

to learn in this area. Even for the firms that

haveapplied themselvesfor years, the
lacunaein knowledge remain daunting.
Forexample, Ed Potter,director of global
workplace rightsat Coca Cola, notesthat in
orderto be awareof potential human rights
issues around procurement, hiscompany

Civic life and

participation
Gross human

rights abuses
Rights related to land

needs a detailed overview of the various tiers
Source: EconomistIntelligence Unit.

current convenor of Hong Kong 2020, a democratic reform
group—agrees. What sets apart businessesthat do wellon
human rights."isan appreciation of what liesat the heart

ofgood corporategovernance. With ethics,youcan have
anyamountofregulation,butifpeo'pleatthetopdonot
makeittheir businessto make sure everyone understands,
it willnot get done."
Notsurprisingly Leadersare more active on human rights
in a variety of ways. On oversight, 78% of Leaders have at
least one department taking the lead on human rights,
compared with 59%at other firms; similarly, on average

within Leaders nineteamsare either leading oractively
involved compared withseven at the latter. Leaders are
also much more likelythan others to have an internal

-.3

ofits supplychainfor roughly 30 agricultural
commodities in 207 countries. Thecompany
is-methodically working through this task,
focusing first on higher-riskgoodsin countries with a
greater likelihood of human rights issues. Yetit is such a
huge job that, hesays,tonguein cheek, "my great-great
grandchildren will bealive when we eventually complete
this journey."
Commitmentand application, then, set apart the
companiesthat are ahead on human rights;:onthe other
hand, the differences between Leaders and others are not

so significant that it is impossible forthe rest ofthe pack
to catch up, should they adopt similarmeasures. For all
companies, though, there is no shortcut around the hard
work needed to understand and fulfil the requirements
ofan effectivepolicy.

© The EconomHtIntelligence Unit Limited2015
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Asteep learning curve
Mr Collymore notes that "Businesses know that
human rights are a problem. You only have to
be a garment manufacturerin Bangladesh to
know you havea problemif you get it wrong.
[Butwhat to do] is an uncomfortable discussion
to have in an executive boardroom." For those

companies that do wish to address human

rights issues better, the leading difficultly,
often underappreciated bythe wider public,
is not knowing what to do. As Ms Davis puts it,
executives are "often uncertain of where to

start." Lackof understanding of the company's

human rights responsibilities (32%) and lackof
training and education for employees (26%) are
the first and third most-cited barriers to progress

in the survey. The former is among the top two

issuesin every global regionand, as explained
above (see Corporate leaders in human rights:
Aheadof the pack, but with a long road ahead), it
is the primary difficulty cited even bythose who
rate their firms' performance in this area highest.
Mr Klawitter observes that "the notion of human

rights abuses is an alien and scary one among
technical functions who are more used to

'impacts' and structured, technical processes to

address them, as opposed to legal ones.. Thereis
stilla lack of understanding." Evenwhen senior

management grasps the nettle, the novelty of
the issue can slowthe transmission of knowledge
through the company. Mr Ruggie explains that
"It takes time. It takes training. Things have to
be translated into operations-speak if they are
going to be effectivelyinternalised by people
on the ground." Notsurprisingly, then, the new
initiatives that respondents are most likely to
say would help them are related to data: public
benchmarking of company performance (39%)
and access to reliable, independent information
on country-level human rights situations (32%).
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project, which takes a close look at food and
beverage manufacturers. More recently, a
group including investors and NGOs has begun
workon a new, transparent, publiclyavailable,
general benchmark of corporate human
rights performance. Ms Wachenfeld, whose
organisation— the Institute for Human Rights
and Business (IHRB)—is one of the project
participants, explains that the demand is there:
"companies seem to be looking to each other
to see what they should be doing, and as the
business and human rights agenda gathers
steam, they need ways to be able to measure
how they are doing for external and internal
audiences. The idea behind the benchmark is

to create a race to the top and, in doing so,
strengthen accountability."

Thework, which isjust beginning, willinvolve
substantial challenges, including defining
appropriate and obtainable metrics for specific
human rights areas such as land usage or
treatment of indigenous peoples in communities
affected bycompany operations. On the other
hand, she notes that research providers for
investors with expertise in environmental, social
and governance risks have for some years been
gathering substantial human rights-related
information. She therefore remains optimistic
that the first part of the benchmark, covering
300 agricultural, apparel, extractives, and ICT
companies, willappear in 2016 as planned.
Meanwhile, companies and trade groups in
various sectors have been working together to
understand their human rights responsibilities,
share best practice, and even gather reliable,
country level data (see box: "Translating
principles into practice: TheThun Group and
techUK"). Efforts so far give a mixed message:
the extent of information needed is still vast, but

progress is occurring.
Organisations are trying to fill this void in
different ways. Some focus on a specific sector,
a specific right, or both—such as the Digital

Betterinformation, whenitarrives, may do
more than aid implementation of corporate

Rights Project, which centres on access to

human rights policies. It might even bolster the

electronic media; and the Behind the Brands

immediate business case for respecting human
O The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited2015
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rights. Ms VVachenfeld reports that executives
"tend to sayquietlythat [the new benchmark]
willbe helpful because it willmovesenior

management. It changes the risk-reward calculus
by making more visible the reward [of acting] and

the risk ofnot doing anything."

p

Translating principles into practice:
TheThun Group and techUK
For John Ruggie—former special
representative ofthe UN secretary-general on
the issueofhuman rightsandtransnational
corporationsand other businessenterprises,
and nowprofessorof human rights and
international relations at the Kennedy
School of Government, Harvard University—

the Guiding Principles published bythe
UN were onlythe start. "A lot ofenergyis
now going into figuringout, company by
company orsector bysector, how exactly we
make these work for us." Ruth Davis— head

Of cyber, justice, and nationalsecurity at
techUK, an information technology industry
organisation— agrees: the Principles "are

the driving impetus behind starting to think
aboutthis. Now they needfurther translation

into sector-specific contexts. Different sectors
need practicalguidance."
Arange of organisations have been, and
still are, engaged in a variety ofefforts to
create such advice. Here we look in detail at

two initiatives where business organisations
themselves havebeen the primemovers. The

Thun Group, an informal collection ofbanks,
produced oneofthe first guides: aftertwo
yearsofstudyin 2013 the Group published
a discussion paperon how to implement the
relevantsections ofthe Guiding Principles,
notably those on due diligence. More recently,
in late 2014, techUKreleased a guide on
human rights and national security risks
arising from exports. Several commonalities
in the experience ofthese initiativesshow
a way in whichsectors and companies may
develop the expertise needed in this field.

First,companiesare lookingfor guidancein
this area. Christian Leitz, head of corporate
responsibility at Swiss bank, UBS, recalls that
20
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the sector that received the least amount

ofattention during the Ruggie-led process
to create the Guiding Principleswas that
of financial services. Yet,the Thun Group
began as a discussion between four major
banks on the subject of human rights in May
2011—before the formal endorsement ofthe

Guiding Principles bythe UN Human Rights
Council, the informalclubsoon grewto seven.
Ms Davis, meanwhile, reports that "the push

forthis guidance came very much from our
membercompanies.There is a lot of good
practicein the industry withinindividual
companies, but they wanted more clarity."
Asecond similarity is the extent to which
these efforts revealthe complexity of putting
human rights policies into practice.The
techUKadvice makes clear, for example,
that due diligence in sales involves not just
knowing one's customers but also the political
and legalcontextin which they operate.
Companies, however,often lackaccess to such
data. Ms Davis explains that, as a result of this
need, techUK madea point of listing various
governmentand other information sourcesin
its guide.

TheThun Group's discussion paper also
identifies this need. Mr Leitz notes that

"People assume this is a clear-cut topic. It is
a lot more complex. Thelevel of information
is more limited than people assume. One
suggestion would be that consulates
should playa stronger rolein providing
companieswith moreinformation on the

ground." Because it covers a.wkjer range of
corporate activities than the techUK report,
the Thun Groupreport unveiled even more
complexity. MrLeitz explains that one of
the areas thatthey had to workthrough was

Theroad from principles to practice:
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stakeholder co-operation. As Mr Leitzputs
it, "you have experts on human rights from
all quarters and disciplines, and experts on
translation was in investment banking,
.banking, but few people who can connect
which has had social riskmanagementfor
the twocomplex topics." This involves a wide
quitea while. It becomes more complex in
variety
ofinterlocutors. Notonlyhave banks
institutional asset managementand retail
been collaboratingand talking increasingly
banking.You need to tailor it based on the
with non-governmentalorganisations, says
part ofthe bankyou are looking at."
Mr Leitz, discussions with governments are of
Aperhaps inevitable resultofthis complexity value to both sides as well: "One reason why
is that it is extremely difficultto give
there wassuchwillingness bygovernmentsto
companies comprehensive, normativeadvice join discussions with the Thun Groupis that
on human rights in a field where good practice knowing how companiesinterpretthe Guiding
is still emerging. Rather, current efforts are
Principles helpsthem to formulatetheir own

"whatrespecting human rights meansto the

different businesses within a bank. The easiest

bestseen as starting a conversation. TechUK
expects to refine its advice after it has been
in the field for about a year,says Ms Davis,
while the Thun Group's paper explicitly gave
as the goal ofits publication to "generate
constructive dialogue among banks and other
stakeholders interested in taking the issues
forward."

Finally, as the desirefordialogue implies,
effectively understanding a sector's
human rights responsibilities benefitsfrom

"National Action Plan" on business and human

rights.
Overall, then, the amount ofindustry-level
advice on the implications of respecting
human rights is likelyto growin response
to strong demand. Butthe processwill
involve slowcollection of best practicein
specific circumstances rather than a one-off
statement offering solutions to complex
issues.
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The quickening pace of change
The intersection of businessand human rights

has seen significant activity in the last decade.
The mostvisible maybe the UN's Guiding
Principles, but other important progress has
occurred and is continuing to do so. Executives
have largelyaccepted that companies havea role
in this held. Practical changes have also taken
place in a range of businesses, albeit at a slower
pace. The reasons for this lack of speed, even at
well-disposed firms, include the difficulties in
understanding this complex field and problems
in implementing thoroughgoing change. Yet,
leading firms have shown that it is possible to
integrate human rights considerations into
business processes, and even corporate culture,

in a way that brings about change. The reports
and discussions arising from the efforts of a UN
working group and numerous other actors are
; See Robert Blitt, "Beyond
Ruggie'sGuiding Principles
on Business and Human

Rights: Chatting an
EmbraciveApproach to

creating an ever-growing body of expertise. Not
everyone in the business community is on board,
and many human rights weaknesses are still
visible, but our survey indicates that the long-

term outlook seems positive in many ways.

Corporate HumanRights
Compliance." Texas

Some observers may find this picture surprising,

International LawJournal,

or overlyoptimistic. But taken at face value,
these findings raise another important question:
Is progress to date sufficient?

2012. for a discussion of the

hardening of human rights
soft law.
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The record indicates thatin this field, the

evolution of practice may begin slowly but soon
speeds up. Human rights soft law has a way
of hardening. The UN's Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, for example, was originally
understood by signatories as an aspirational
statement of principles. Now it is far more.1
The Guiding Principles do notimpose any new
requirements on companies, but this is not
necessarily true of the growing number of
government "National Action Plans" on business
and human rights helping to implement them
(fivecountries already have one in place, with
another 18 under development). At the same
time, regulatory requirements for transparency
about human rights policyhave grown. Mr
Ganesan notes "a slow and steady movement
towards a certain type of regulation [in the US
and Europe]. Companieshave to disclose if they
have a human rights policy. This is an evolution.
Today it is about disclosure; perhaps in fiveor ten
years this will evolve into a review ofwhether the
content of these policiesis sound. Thetrain has
left the station."

Thisprocess—turning soft laws into hard lawsis occurring in fits and starts. In 2014 the UN
Human Rights Counciladopted a resolution
advanced by Ecuadorand South Africa to begin
negotiations on a legally binding international
treaty. Theinitiative is controversial and a treaty
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is far from certain. Yet Mr Ganesan sees in the

Council's vote a sign of frustration at the slow

pace of progress, and numerous NGOs have
signalled their support. This supportis not
limited to governments and activists: although
the reaction by most businesses has been
negative, questioning not onlythe desirability
but the efficacy and feasibility of such an
instrument, 20% of respondents to our survey
said that a binding internationaltreaty would
help them with their responsibilities to respect
human rights. Mr Collymore explains that, unlike
manyof his business colleagues, he would be a
big supporter of such a pact. "We need to move
from voluntary compliance to something harder.
I havea lot of respect for the Guiding Principles.
They were no easy task [to achieve], butitis all a
bit too voluntary," he says.
The scope of business activities understood
to affect human rights is evolving as well. Ms

Wachenfeld explains thaf'We have increasingly
been seeing manyother [environmentaland
social] issues being framed in terms of human

Intelligence
Unit

rights. Using human rights terminology
highlights the linkto effects on people, moving
issues out of a purelyscientific or technocratic
discourse. It becomes an overarching
terminology that has a resonance with global
audiences and that stakeholders are using to
cover a wide range of issues that may not have
been addressed." Thistrend willonly add to
demands forimproved corporate performance.
Businessexecutives, then, have recognised the
importance and relevance of human rights. They
will, however, have a limited time to achieve
the understanding they need in order to turn
aspirations into practice. The Guiding Principles
have created space for such action, but have not
settled the debate about the appropriate legal
environment. If the principles are indeed the
beginning of thoroughgoing change, the legal
environment willevolvefrom them. If companies
do not change sufficiently,contentious
disagreements aboutimposing more restrictive
regulation will be reinvigorated.
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Towhat extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
(% respondents)

_
•'••—'

-

_
• Slightly agree

_
• Slightly diugret

Strongly disagree

For mycompany, the corporate responsibility to respect human rights means only complying with relevant local laws where we operate

Compared to five yearsago, discussionson human rights are moreprevalentat mycompany
My company's record on respecting human rights outperforms those of our competitors

Foreach of the following clusters of human rights, please indicate whether they are relevant to your business operations?
Relevant - Where your company'soperations and actions could have either a positiveor negativeimpact.
(% respondents)

_

•

Yes

•',;

Don't In

CONDITIONS OF WORK AND EMPLOYMENT (eg. rightto healthand safetyand work, freedom from discrimination, right to a fair wageand equalpay.

child labour)

"

WORKPLACE DIALOGUE (eq, freedom ofassociation, collective bargaining,right to join ,1 trade union)
GROSS HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES (eg. freedom from torture, crueland inhumanetreatment, includingslaveryand genocide'

El
ADEQUATE STANDARD OF LIVING (eg, right to physical and mental health, right to food, right to housin

PRIVATE LIFE (eg. right toprivacy, right tofamily life)
RIGHTS RELATED TO LANQ (eg, right to livelihood, right to ownproperty,right to participate in cultural life)

EH
CiVIC LIFE AND PARTICIPATION (eg, freedom of expression, right to political expression, right to peaceful assembly, right to information)
ACCESS 10 JUSTICE (eg, rent to effective remedy, right to fair trial before the law, right to due process)
INTELLECTUAL. SPIRITUAL AND CULTURAL LIFE (eg. freedom of thought and opinion, freedom of religion, right to participate in cultural life)

RIGHTS RELATED TO THE ENVIRONMENT (eg, right to cleanwater and sanitation, right to environmentalhealth)
EDUCATION AND ACCESS TO TECHNOLOGY (eg. right to education, right to enjoyment of technological process)
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For each of the following functions in your company, please indicate the level of its involvement in meeting your company's
responsibility to respect human rights (eg, by implementing and overseeing your company's policy commitment on human
rights). Please select one option per row
(% respondents)

Taking the lead

• Actively involved, butnotIna leadership position

• Consulted onit. but notactively involved

H Notat all corsulted or involved

Notapplicable

Don'tkno«v

Corporatesocialresponsibility
Non-executive directors

Ir.vc iloi relations

Publicaffairs/government relations
Human resources

Legal

From the list below, please select all that apply to your company:
('A respondents)

We address issues related to humantights but we have no explicitpolicystatement that references"human rights*

m
My companyhas an internal statement regarding human rights

El
My companyhas a publicly availablestatement of policy outlining our commitmentto respect humanrights
My companyhas signed up to external initiativesthat address human rights (Pleasespecify)

'•'.,• company plans to issuea public statementof policy OUtl

jc.r en

:-.•••::

• .; : :,••.:•:

r ::.••', ••• ;-c ret 1? n--nfs

Noneofthe above
Don't know

O The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited201S
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Please select all that apply to your company's public statement of policyoutlining its commitment to respect human rights.
(% respondents)

The commitment outlineis integrated within another public document (eg, codeof conduct, sustjirani^ty policy, workplace rights)
",:. -; I- ,•; •:. '.< . training and guidanceto ewpU fees to raise a.\are-ress and support impiemeni itionr, fthe :.".;: ,•

waaaaaammaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaamaaaaaaaaaaaaam
My companycommunicatesthe policyacrossallits businessrelationships (ea. suppliers,business partnersetc)
Weconsultedexternal stakeholders to develop ourcommitment to respect humanrights
None of the above

E
Don't know

D

Which of the following, if any, are priorities for your company over the next 12 months? Select up to four options
(% respondents)

Strengthen company's ability to monitor andassess the impact onhuman rightsrelated to its business relationships (eg. business partners, suppliers, etc)

mmimHBHBBnHBHBH•••maamhiwarnaaaaaaaaaaaaam
Strengthen operationallevel grievance mechanisms

wmmmmmMmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmaaaaatmammammmmmaKn
Strengthen policy commitment to respect human rights

waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaamaaaaamaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaam
Strengthen relationship withlocal communities to betterunderstand andmitigate the 'mpac:ofbusiness operations on human rights

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaama
Inpi ;.i: company's unders: inding of its iT pact on hunari rights acrossits high-risk operations
Strengthen company'sabilityto assess its impacton humanrights

HHHHOnHHHHHMHHHBKEI
Strengthen relationship with nationalgovernmentson humanrights issues

aaaaaaaaaamaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaamn
Strengthen relationship withnon-covernnental organisationsand pressuregroupson human rights issues

maaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaam
Strengthen company's reporting onhuman rights

aaaaaaaaaaaanaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaam
Strengthen relationship with sector-specific human rights organisations

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaam'
Strengthen relationship with international organisations on humanrightsissues

•§•«••••]
Noncoftheabove

El
Don't know

aaaaaaaaamaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaan
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From the following list, please select all that apply to your company.
(Va respondents)

My companycommunicates on issues related to humanrights to internal stakeholders

^3
My companydoes not use the term "humanrights' in its communications about humanrights

El
My companycommunicates on issuesrelated to human rights to external stakeholders

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaam
My companycommunicates on humanrights issuesas part of its stakeholder engagement on corporate responsibility/sustainability

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaawam
My companyreports on humanrights when promptedor required to do so bystakeholders (eg, government, shareholders)

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaam
My companypublishesan annual publicreport on issues related to human rights

My company reportsaboutassessments ofits impact on human rightsforspecific partsof its operations (eg, fora country, a singlefactory, orsite)
My company's reportson humanrights are consistent with the Global Reporting Initiativeor an equivalentstandard (please specify)

Don't know
None of the above- mycompany does not communicate about our human richts impactinternallyor externally

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Which of the following, if any, are the biggest drivers for your company's commitment to respect human rights?
Select up to five options
(% respondents)

Buiicing sustainable relationships with localcommunities

m
Protect company's brand and reputation

m
Employees' expectations about company values and actions
Moral-etnical considerations (ic, "It's the right thing to do"
CEO has taken lead on the issue and prompted us to act

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaam
Legislative changes

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaam
Ihere is a clear businesscase for doing so (ie, risk-benefitanalysis, increases competitiveadvantage)

maaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaam
Pressure/encouragement/support from non-governmental organisations
Business associations or industry networks have prompted us to act

Pressure/encouragement from shareholders (including state owners)
Prompting from a business partner (public or private)
Action taken by competitors
Competitors have experienced a negative human rights issue

My company has previously experienceda negativehuman rights issue
Other (please specify)
Don't know

) TheEconomist intelligence Unitlimited 201S
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Which of the following, if any, are the biggest barriers your company faces in addressing human rights?
Select up to five options
(% respondents)

Lack of understanding about what our responsibilities are in the area of human rights

•

ED

lack of available company resources (money and staff)

Lack of training and education for all companyemployees
!

;•>•.' •••,:••'..-.'

•

• •:

•• .1. . '••••

\~r. '-:•••

•:

'

' i-: rrds

I
Poor enforcement of local taws

-m
Human rights are too political/contentious
Business would incur costs/see profit margins reduced

Lackof intra-industry collaboration

Lack of training and education for employeesat trading partners/suppliers

m
Corporate culture docs not place a high value on the issue
Lackof support from investors
Lackof communication and trust with civil society actors

•••••HBBBHm
TheC-suite gives no clear message on the issue
Fear of increasing risk of reputational damage
Other (please specify)
Don't know

Which of the following, if any,would enable companies to better fulfil their corporateresponsibilityto respect human rights?
Select up to three options
(°/a respondents)

Public benchmarking on human rights performances (eg,an index ofcompanies)
Availability of reliableand independent country-levelinformationon human rights

EB
Makehuman rights due diligence a legal requirement for business

ED
S'ake reporting on human rights a mandaterv r.:^„ rc~ent for companies

7B
Provide incentives based on human rightsperformance (eg, preferential treatmentin procurement process, access to capital etc)

••••••••••••••••••^•••Kn
Stronger legislative framework toensure level market playing field at the national level (eg.ensure fair competition inawarding contracts)
An international treatyon the responsibilities of business to respect human rights

Make support available to national governments tostrengthen governance andjudiciary systems with regards to human rights

•••••aBBiilHE]
Other (please specify)
Don't know
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Howuseful, if at all, would you say the following are or would be in helping your business respect human rights?
('/.respondents)

• Ve-y ust'j!

_
• Slishtlyuseful

_
• Notve-yuseMl

_
•No: at all uie'jl

Havereve-heard of this

UN Guiding Princ'pleson Business and Human Rights
.',:;.-:•!

i

~: k\

UN Working Group on Human Rights and Iransnavo-a. Corporationsand other businessenterprises
National action plans on business and human rights (ie, adopted by national governments)

Anewlegally-binding international treaty on businessand human rights
Astrong international self-regulatorymechanism, led by business

To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
(% respondents)

I Stronglyagree

Slightly agfee

• Slightly disagree

St-ongly disagree

Avoiding repeats of the RanaPlazafactory disaster in Bangladeshis primarilythe responsibility of multi-nationalsthat purchase productsfrom these
factories not the Bangladesh government

Allcompaniesthat haveinvestmentsor suppliersin Western Africa havea responsibility to helpaddress the Ebola crisis bycontributing money, skills
or technology

Sponsors of majorglobalsporting events should use tf*eir influenceto ensure the rights of workers and localcommunitiesinvolved with the
preparation are respected byall

Corporations are moretrustworthy than governmentswhenit comesto surveillanceand invasionof privacy

Governments mustwin the supportof local communities forlargeprojects requiring the useof landbefore handing out licenses to private investors

EDI

Which of the following best describes your title?
(% respondents)
Board member

CEO/President/Managing director
CFO/Trcasurcr/Comptrollcr

ChiefInformation Officer/Technologydirector
Other C-level executive

SVP/VP/Dircctor
m
Head ofBusiness Unit
Head of Department

Manager
Other

B Ihe EconomistIntelligence Unit limited JOIS
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What is your main functional role?
(% respondents)

General management

ED
Strategy and business development

ED
Finance

Operations and production
Marketing and sales

In your role, do you have any oversight over human rights?
(% respondents)
ft!
V

m
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What is your primary industry?
(% respondents)
Financial services

•.-;
Manufacturing

ED
Professional services

ED
ITand technology

~3
Healthcare, pharmaceuticals and biotechnolog
En !.., and n Hural resources

-3
Government/Public sector

B
Education

Consumer goods

Entertainment,mediaand publishing

3
Construction and real estate

D
Transportation, traveland tourism

"1
Chemicals
Telecoms

"3
Agriculture and agribusiness
Logistics and distribution
Automotive

Retailing

What is your organisation's annual global revenue in US dollars?
(% responoents)
SSOOm or less

B
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What is the ownership structure of your organisation?
(% respondents)

Private (shares that are not listed pubiicaliy. but held private.y)

^2
Public (shares that are listed on a publicstockexchange)

•MHBBBDHHII
;••...-••

S3

• (••• ore•• • it.-.-- (eg, government department c; simitar)

Public-private joint venture
State-owned commercial business

D
Other (pleasespecify)

In which country are you personally located?
(% respondents)
United States of America

73
India
>••

United Kingdom
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